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MONETARY POLICY STATEMENT - At a glance      October, 2022

What has been decided?

Why has the CBR been increased? 

The BoU remains comitted to taking the necessary measures to restore inflation to the target of 5 percent in the medium term

Growth in economic activity may slow down in the 3 months to December 
2022 due to:- 
-Tighter financial conditions due to higher interest rates
-Declining commercial bank lending
-Lower domestic demand as incomes decline  

In the coming months,  higher inflation is expected on account of :-

The domestic economy, which has weathered several shocks, 
is showing signsof recovery supported by increased industrial 
activity. 

Bank of Uganda increased the Central Bank
 Rate (CBR) to 10% in October 2022, from the 9% 
that was set in August 2022

a)  Possibility that Inflation expectations have shifted further upwards
b)  Aggressive monetary policies by major central banks might further 
      weaken the Uganda shilling
c)  Higher crude oil prices andsustained supply shortages as conflict 
      intensifies 
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Monetary Policy Objective
• Maintain Annual Core Inflation (overall price level, excluding prices of items which
  change rapidly and are beyond the control of policy like food crops, oil prices and 
  administered prices) 
  as close  as possible to 5 %.

• BoU publicizes its decision on the Central Bank Rate (CBR), a policy interest rate 
  intended to influence short-term interbank lending rates & other interest rates in 
  the economy.  Ultimately,  changes in the CBR affect costs of funding leading to a 
  decline in investment.

Inflation: 

Annual Headline and Core Inflation rose to 10% and 8.1% in 
September 2022 respectively.  
This was due to higher inflation pressures arising from global factors 
intensified by the ongoing Ukraine conflict, the recent temporary 
drought  & weaker shilling exchange rate.
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 Looking ahead….


